establishment

donation from professor tasman brown for the purposes of establishing a medal and prize to commemorate the late professor thomas draper campbell, the first professor of dental science and dean of the faculty of dentistry from 1939 to 1958.

value

the capital of this prize fund is endowed.

the annual value of the prize will be a medal and the sum of $500.

eligibility

awarded to a second year bachelor of dental surgery student annually, in recognition of them having attained the highest academic performance in dental science and practice in the opinion of the school, provided the student is of sufficient merit.

selection of candidate

the board of examiners will select the second year bachelor of dental surgery student who has attained the highest marks in dental science and practice.

if there is no candidate of sufficient merit then the prize will not be awarded.

if there is more than one candidate of equal merit the prize shall be shared equally between the winners and more than one medal struck.

variations

the university may vary the rules from time to time in a manner consistent with the original objectives of the award.

the value of the award needs to be regularly reviewed so that it is in line with the maximum annual distribution of 5%. it cannot vary from this stipulated value.

only the annual income should be spent in compliance with the award rules and the wishes of the donor.

the award rules need to be reviewed every 3 years to ensure that they are up to date and comply with the wishes of the donor.

advice needs to be sought from legal and risk branch about any rule changes.

copies of all relevant correspondence (for example with the donor) and prize rules need to be filed in the rmo file.

the award should not become inactive for several years because of out of date rules. the endowed funds of the t draper campbell medal can only be consolidated or split with advice from the legal and risk branch and a written approval from the executive dean.

rules updated and approved 11 november 2014.